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NOR MAL I T Y A X 10M S 

by Y.K.Choudhary and B.C.Singhai 

'1. Here we define and study some new separation axioms, which we 
call normality axioms. These are weaker than the correspondingr~ 
gulari ty axioms, defined by Davis {1} and are connected with these 
and other separation axioms in a natural way. We also define and 
study a map which we shall call a~ aZmost homeomorphism • under 
which some of the normality and regularity axioms are preserved. 

2. In the following definitions G , Gl ,G2 etc. always d~ote 
nonempty open subsets; F , Fl ' F2 etc. denote nonempty c 1 0 ~e d 
subsets; A , Al ,A2 etc. denote arbi trary n~nempty subsets, an d 
x , Xl ' x2 etc. denote arbitrary points of a given topological 
space eX,]). By Al ~ A2 ' we mean that there exist Gl and G2 
such that Al c: Gl ' A2 c: G2 and Al n G2 = P , A2 n Gl • P. By 
Al ~ A2 we mean that there exist Gl and G2 such that Al c: G10 

we mean that there 

DEFINITIONS. The space eX,]) will be said to satisfy the .... darn 

2.1 No iff [xl' does not contain two nonempty disjoint clos 
ed sets. 

2.2 Nl iff [xll n [x21 = r/ implies [xll - [x2] 

2.3 Nla iff [xll n[i2] r/ implies [ill -C[i2] 

2.4 N2 iff [i 1 n F P implies Ii I - F 

2.5 N2a iff til n F = • implies that there exists a conti 

nuous function f: eX,]) -+ [o,lJ such that f[i] = [ 0] 

and f [F] = [1] 

REMARKS. We denote the axiom of normality by N3 . The axiom RIa 
has been defined in {2}*. R3-axiom denotes N3+ Ro .R2a is complete 

A topological space is said to satisfy the RIa-axiom iff 
[Xl] + [x 2] implies [xl]_C [x21 . 
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regularity. 

plies Ro . 
(,5, p. 1 OO} 

Also, none of the normality axioms defined above im

This follows from the fact that N3 does not imply Ro. 

3. THEOREM 3.1. The foHobJing 1'esuZts hoZa fo1' any topotogicaZ 

space. 

i = 0,1,la,2,2a,3 

(iv) Ni + Ro = Ri ' i=1,la,2,2a,3 . 

Proof: (i) The proofs are obvious except for NI===> No. Suppose 
the space (X,J) is not No Then for some x € X , [x], contains 
two nonempty disjoint closed sets PI and P2 . Let Xl € PI ,x2 € P2 
then [xl] n[x2] = 0 but [xl] is not strongly separated from [x2] 

(ii) R ===> N If the space is not N then for some x € X, [x], 
000 

contains two nonempty disjoint closed sets PI and P2 . Now x € ",PI 
but [x] 4= "'PI . Hence the space is not Ro . The proofs for the 
other statements in this section are trivial. 

(iii) Obvious. 

(iv) Obvious. 

(v) Obvious in view of (iii) and the fact that 

(vi) Any indiscrete space containing more than one point is R3 but 
not T o 

REMARK 3.2. Y.C.Wu and S.H.Robinson {3} have given two axioms, which 

they call Strong To and Strong Tn ' both of which are weaker then TI -
axiom and give the Tl-axiom in presence of N3 " 

We give here an axiom, which we shall call the Tc -axiom, which is 
o 

weaker than both the Strong To and the Strong Tn-axiom, is indepen-
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dent of theT 0 -axiom and implies the Tl-axiom in presence 'of any me 
of the normality axioms (including the No-axiom). 

DEFINITION 3.3. A topologic/1l space (X,J) is said to satisfy the 
Te-axiom iff for every x e X, either [x]' • , or [x], contains two 
nonempty disjoint closed set.s. 

The proof of the above assertions, which strengthen (iii), are easyc!:--

4. We now "give some theorems in which the Nl and the N2-axioms re·. 
place respectively the T2-axiom and the axiom of regularity. 

THEOREM 4.1. A pazoaoompaot spaos is N2 iff it is Nl' 

pzooof: Let [i1 nF ." where F is closed. For y e F , r;] n [i) • ,. 
Hence there exist open sets Uy and Uy It such that [;] c:; u'y , [i) C u.,lt 

It 
and Uy n Uy .. ,. The family {-I.F} U {Uy : yeF} is an open cover of 

the space X and has a locally finite open refinement. The rest of 
the proof is similar to that of Lemma 2 in {6, p.JS4} 

THEOREM 4.2. A pazoaoompaot spaoe is N3 iff it is H2• 

pzooof: Similar to that of Theorem 4.1. 

THEOREM 4.3. A LindeZ,af spaoe is N3 iff it is ~2' 
\ . 

pzooof: Similar to the proof of the Theorem 7 in {6,p.139} 

THEOREM 4.4. A spaoe having a- z,ooaz, z,y finite base is N3 iff it is N2' 

pzooof: Similar to the proof of Lemma 1 in {6, p.168} 

5. It is well known that the N3-axiom is preserved unde~ closed and 
continuoUs mappings. We generalize this result partially. 

DEFINITION 5.1. A closed and continuous mapping f df(X,J) onto' 
(Y,U) is said to be an az,most homeomozophism iff the inverse images 
of point closures are point closures. An almost homeomorphism beco
mes a homeomorphism if the domain space is Tl " 

THEOREM 5.2. Ths nozomal.i.ty a:x:iome: No • Nl and N2 azoe pzoeBBzoved 

undezo az,most homeomozophisms. 
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Pr'oof: For the No -axiom is trlvial. 

Now suppose (X,l) is NI • Let xl ' x2 E: Y be such that [xil n [xz]-' 

then f-l[xIJ and f-I[Xzl are disjoint point closures in (X,l) and 

are therefore strongly separated by open sets U and V such that 

f- 1 [xl] c:: U , f- 1 [Xz] c: V. Then "'f ["'U] and "'f [",V] are disjoint 

open neighborhoods of [ill and [xz] respectively. 

The proof for the Nz-axiom is similar. 

THEOREM 5.3. The reguZarity axiom Ro is preserved under aZmost ho
meomorphisms. 

Proof: Let f: (X,l) --+ (Y,U) be an almost homeomorphism and sup

pose (X,l) is Ro. If Xl ' Xz E: Y then f- 1 [x 1] and f-1lxzl are point 

closures in (X,l) and so either f-I[X1]=f-I[X21 or C 1[X11 n C I (x2]"P 

This gives either [x1l = [x2l or [x1l n [xz] = P 

COROLLARY. The reguZarity axioms R1 • Rz and RJ are preserved under 
aZmost homeomorphisms. 

{l} 

{2 } 

{ J} 

{4 } 

{5 } 

{ 6} 
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